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The State of China: 

China is often touted as the greatest economic threat to the US with the expectation that the Chinese 

economy will surpass the US economy by the end of the decade.  However, bad demographics, significant 

debt, and declining productivity is weighing on this prediction.  This can also be summed up by the Shanghai 

300 Index and the Hang Seng (Hong Kong) Index.   

 

The S&P 500 Index has materially outperformed the Shanghai 300 over the past 5 years and encapsulates the 

unfortunate trends mentioned above. 

Demographics 

The single biggest advantage of the Chinese is their population, ~1.43B.  Nearly 20% of the world’s population 

is Chinese.  However, the Chinese shot themselves in the foot with their one-child policy beginning in 1980. 

The Chinese Communist Party (CCP) feared overpopulation and that hindering the economy as well as 

standard of living.  Thus, childbearing was limited to one-child, between husband and wife once a certain age 

was achieved.  This caused fertility rates to plummet from 6.3 births per woman to its current 1.7 births per 

woman.  It should also be noted that to replace an existing generation, 2.1 births per woman are needed.  

Thus, the driver of current Chinese growth is quickly turning the other way as fertility is not keeping up.   
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The one child limit was removed in 2015 after the CCP saw this headwind mounting.  However, they now face 

a new dilemma, that spawned from the one child policy - a lack of females.  Historically and still to a degree in 

modern times, the Chinese culture is very sexist.  Boys are preferred to girls for the following reasons: 

 China has historically been a Agrarian economy.  Given the inherent physical labor of farming as well 

as the average man being physical larger than the average female, boys were preferred for work. 

 Daughters are married off and receive little to no financial support from parents.  Boys on the other 

hand, inherit the bulk of the family assets.  Thus, boys are preferred for finances and wealth. 

 Confucianism is the dominant religion in China.  Confucianism highlights that a family can only be 

extended by a son.  Thus, boys are preferred for the sake of the family line. 

The one child policy in conjunction with Chinese culture has led to the death of millions of females.    

 

Source: Worldometer 
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Decades of homicidal acts towards young girls has not only hurt population growth, but leaves China with a 

mismatch of men to women.  At a top-level men to woman currently number 105 to 100 in China, however, 

ages 19 and younger stand between 120-115 men to 100 women.   

This leads to the inevitable conclusion that one of the biggest drivers of Chinese growth is quickly coming to 

an end given the lack of fertility as well as men outnumbering women. 

Significant Debt 

Chinese debt is quickly ballooning into a new issue for the country.  Chinese government debt to GDP is 

~43%.  At face value this metric seems incredibly healthy especially when the US government sits at ~124% 

debt to GDP.  However, the CCP owns banks and other industries of the economy via state owned 

enterprises.  Accounting for these debts and China’s debt to GDP quickly balloons to over 300%.   

Not only has China significantly levered their economy, but a portion of this debt went to developing 

countries who now find themselves in an unfortunate situation. 

 

Countries such as Angola are expected to pay over 25% of gross national income to the CCP.  There is little 

probability this reality is achievable.  This will put the CCP in the unfortunate position of holding defaulted 

bonds or restructure the bonds.  Restructuring will result in significantly less income for China.   

Not only is Chinese debt a problem abroad, but at home as well.  Nearly 30% of local property loans are now 

classified as bad debts (unlikely to be paid) as homes prices have plummeted each month for the past 12 

months.  This is only being exacerbated by property developers going bankrupt and the ongoing mortgage 

boycott taking place in China.  Lastly, Chinese real estate makes up nearly a third of total GDP and will serve 

as a significant headwind for the foreseeable future.   
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Declining Productivity 

Industrial production has slowed dramatically over the past decade in China. 

 

This decline in industrial production is even more concerning when employment has shifted from agriculture 

to technology and industry over the past 30 years.  Typically a country and/or society shifting to more and 

more technology yields more productivity as the underlying worker is more productive via technology.   

More detailed Chinese economic data is hard to come by, but many suspect the CCP dissuading international 

competition is to blame.  This is indirectly borne out by GDP per capita between the US and China.   

 

Source: Bloomberg 

Source: Bloomberg 
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A country of China’s state should be widening the gap with the US if they expect to catch up by the end of the 

decade.  This is especially the case with the US considering US GDP per capita is nearly 5x more than its 

Chinese counterpart.   

What Happens From Here? 

The poor performance of the Chinese economy has many economists rethinking their estimates on where 

exactly China lands in the grand scheme of world powers.  The Covid Zero Policy as well as lending 

restrictions in the Chinese economy have dramatically sapped Chinese GDP growth.  Former Treasurer Larry 

Summers sees China shaping up to be more like a Japan heading into the 1980s than any sort of economic 

threat to the US. 

Given the bleak outlook for the Chinese economy, the investment question becomes, what has been baked 

into the market? 

 

The unfortunate answer is that the Chinese market is fairly valued compared to its recent history.  However, 

if this analysis is extended beyond 2013, China has significant upside given the unfortunate actions taken by 

the CCP over the past decade.  The correction in these policy missteps began to take root over the past few 

days with the CCP issuing new parameters around real estate as well as COVID.   

The CCP is relaxing COVID policies via the following: 

 Cutting COVID isolation from 7 to 5 days. 

 “Close contacts” of “close contacts” no longer need to be identified. 

 Reducing cycle thresholds to diagnose COVID. 

 Scrap bans for incoming flights and reduce pre-flight screenings. 
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The CCP passed a sweeping rescue package for the real estate sector with the following bailouts: 

 Reducing down payment thresholds. 

 Developers outstanding debts can be pushed out from 6 months to 12 months. 

 State run banks (which is the bulk of financing) will provide special loans to complete unfinished 

projects. 

 Encourage banks to negotiate with existing mortgage holders on defaulted loans. 

 Limiting any sort of restriction on bank lending to developers. 

 Banks should ramp up support for companies that own rental properties. 

While a lot of the real estate package would be toothless in the US, we must remember this is Communist 

China.  In other words, when the government “encourages”, “limits”, “supports”, etc. this really means do as 

we say of face the consequences.   

None of this solves the population, debt, or productivity issues overhanging China, if anything it will only 

exacerbate debt.  Regardless, this economic stimulus will put a tailwind at the back of the Chinese economy 

and set the stage for a short to intermediate term rally.  Titan Investments will look to take advantage of this 

tactical rally, but not step to far outside the US given the unaddressed issues of the Chinese economy.  

Equity Fundamentals: 

 

Multiples remain deeply discounted, now trading near its 1st standard deviation.  This comes as Q3 earnings 

are largely coming to a close.  91% of the S&P 500 has reported with 69% an 71% beating on bottom- and 

top-line projections.  69% is below the 10-year average of 73% but remains in a healthy range where the real 

sensitivity has come in the form of individual firms.   

The price reaction to positive or negative earning surprises has been a lot more volatile than the past.  One 

must look no further than Netflix (NFLX) and Meta Platforms (META).  NFLX increased 16.6% following their 

positive earnings release while META decreased 23.5% following their negative earnings release.      
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One last note to address on earnings is an early outlook for 2023.  P/E multiple seems to have found its 

bottom in the 16x – 17x (ironically this would coincide with the dot.com bust).  This bottom has served as a 

launching point for times in the past with the following year of the dot.com bust rebounding 26% and serving 

as a point of reference.  Given the drawdown in 2022 and magnified effect in unprofitable firms, the market 

backdrop is pointing more and more towards a robust 2023.   

This is said as many economists warn of economic weakness in 2023.  However, it cannot be said enough that 

the market seeks to price in what is to come and not what is.  Thus, more and more market participants 

calling for weakness in 2023 serves as evidence the weakness has already been priced in.   

Inflation 
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October’s inflation report was an all-around strong report for inflation (by strong, we mean weak).  Both CPI 

and Core CPI came in below expectations at 7.7% and 6.3%.  In addition, the decline in the month-to-month 

measurement was even more paramount at 0.4% and 0.3%.  This implies annualized inflation of 4.9% and 

3.7%.  While not quite to the FOMC’s goal of ~2% it is a material improvement over the previous few months. 

Food in general moved in the right direction with the only 

exception being Other Away.  Consumers continue to 

show a proclivity to eat out rather than at home as a post 

COVID world is increasingly embraced.  This also coincides 

with an uptick in travel. 

Energy had historically been a positive for reducing 

inflation given the price of oil has been declining.  

However, that changed in October as prices went up.  This 

appreciation in October has thus far stalled in November 

and will provide a greater deflation force as we move 

through 2023. 

Goods took a big step back in terms of price, only rising 

0.3%.  It was largely negative across the board with 

furniture, cars, electronics, and apparel pushing prices 

lower.  This also fits Titan’s narrative that consumers are 

no longer in the market for goods, but experiences. 

Services remain the issue as hotels, car maintenance, and 

subscription services are on the rise.  Fortunately, these 

service line items are not large and rental rates remain 

stable despite increasing interest rates.  Rental rates and 

owner’s equivalent rent will be the line items to watch as 

Shelter makes up nearly a third of CPI.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

This positive inflation report also comes with more and more data mounting that unemployment is beginning 

to tick higher and higher.  Not only did the unemployment report tick up from 3.5% to 3.7%, but the number 

of new payrolls was the 2nd worse since the depths of COVID.   

This increase in unemployment is not only being witnessed in macroeconomic figures, but also some of the 

world’s largest firms.  Amazon.com (AMZN) is the world’s largest private employer with 1.54M employees.  

AMZN alone was responsible for 12% of all US hiring in 2021 but has laid off 64K employees year to date.  

While removing ~4% of your workforce could simply be attributed to thinning the herd a bit, it creates a 

Category Weight Core Weight

Food 13.53% --

Cereals 1.09% --

Meats 1.90% --

Dairy 0.80% --

Fruits & Vegetables 1.41% --

Beverages 0.96% --

Other 2.26% --

Other Away 5.11% --

Energy 8.78% --

Energy 5.17% --

Electricity 3.61% --

Goods 21.17% 27.25%

Household 3.92% 5.05%

Apparel 2.39% 3.08%

Transportation 8.56% 11.02%

Medical 1.47% 1.90%

Recreation 1.87% 2.40%

Education 0.76% 0.98%

Alcohol 0.87% 1.11%

Other 1.33% 1.72%

Services 56.52% 72.75%

Shelter 32.25% 41.51%

Household 1.90% 2.45%

Medical 6.81% 8.76%

Transportation 5.87% 7.56%

Recreation 3.11% 4.00%

Education 5.24% 6.74%

Other 1.35% 1.74%
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headwind indicative of the larger economy that employment is slowing down at a meaningful pace.  This 

slowdown in payrolls will only reduce consumer spending and thus inflation. 

Conclusion: 

As we approach year end 2022 we are still in the Twilight Zone whereby bad economic news is good market 

news.  Any decline in consumer purchasing, employment, housing, etc. will lend itself to the most desired 

narrative of disinflation.  The faster inflation returns to a more normal 2-3% range, the faster the market will 

appreciate.  The most recent CPI report indicates that inflation is quickly moving in the right way, largely 

motivated by the shrinking demand in Goods.  This is not entirely surprising given Titan’s expectation that 

consumers loaded up on tangible goods during COVID and are now either looking to rein in spending or spend 

on “experiences.” 

China has been its own worst enemy over the past few decades, limiting population growth while taking on 

more and more debt.  This has left the country with a shrinking population and an overpopulated male cohort.  

In addition, rising interest rates will weigh on their existing capital structure as well as declining productivity.  

This weak backdrop is the culprit for the selloff that has been exacerbated in the Chinese market.  However, 

this poor economic backdrop has largely been priced in.  The actions taken by the CCP to support credit and 

reducing COVID measures will create a new tailwind at the back of the Chinese economy.  In the short run this 

will serve as a positive catalyst to push the local Chinses market higher and serve as an opportunity to tactically 

overweight.  However, this overweight carries more oversight given the regulatory and political risks that stem 

from Communist China.  

Respectfully 

Kenny Blickenstaff 

Founder, Titan Investment Mgmt. LLC 
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Disclosures: 

Titan Investment Management LLC is a registered investment adviser.  Information presented is for educational 
purposes only and does not intend to make an offer or solicitation for the sale or purchase of any specific 
securities, investments, or investment strategies.  Investments involve risk and unless otherwise stated, are not 
guaranteed.  Be sure to first consult with a qualified financial adviser and/or tax professional before implementing 
any strategy discussed herein. Past performance is not indicative of future performance. 

Titan Investment Management LLC may discuss and display, charts, graphs, formulas which are not intended 

to be used by themselves to determine which securities to buy or sell, or when to buy or sell them. Such charts 

and graphs offer limited information and should not be used on their own to make investment decisions. 

 
Backtested Performance Disclosure Statement 
Backtested performance is NOT an indicator of future actual results. There are limitations inherent in hypothetical 
results particularly that the performance results do not represent the results of actual trading using client assets, 
but were achieved by means of retroactive application of a backtested model that was designed with the benefit of 
hindsight. The results reflect performance of a strategy not historically offered to investors and do NOT represent 
returns that any investor actually attained. Backtested results are calculated by the retroactive application of a 
model constructed on the basis of historical data and based on assumptions integral to the model which may or 
may not be testable and are subject to losses. 

 
Backtested performance is developed with the benefit of hindsight and has inherent limitations.  
  
Specifically, backtested results do not reflect actual trading, or the effect of material economic and market factors 
on the decision making process, or the skill of the adviser. Since trades have not actually been executed, results 
may have under- or over-compensated for the impact, if any, of certain market factors, such as lack of liquidity, 
and may not reflect the impact that certain economic or market factors may have had on the decision-making 
process. Further, backtesting allows the security selection methodology to be adjusted until past returns are 
maximized. Actual performance may differ significantly from backtested performance. 

 
Model portfolio performance is not shown net of the model advisory fee of 1.00% the average fee charged by Titan 
Investment Management LLC, and gross of trading costs based on our Custodian TD Ameritrade. Performance does 
not reflect the deduction of other fees or expenses, including but not limited to brokerage fees, custodial fees and 
fees and expenses charged by mutual funds and other investment companies. Performance results shown include 
the reinvestment of dividends and interest on cash balances where applicable. The data used to calculate the 
model performance was obtained from sources deemed reliable and then organized and presented by Titan 
Investment Management LLC. 

 

LINKED IN DISCLOSURE: State Registered Firms Only 

TITAN INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT LLC is a registered investment adviser. This platform is solely for informational 
purposes. Advisory services are only offered to clients or prospective clients where TITAN INVESTMENT 
MANAGEMENT LLC and its representatives are properly licensed or exempt from licensure. In addition, follow-up 
conversations or meetings with individuals in a particular state that involve either the effecting or attempting to 
effect transactions in the rendering of personalized investment advice for compensation, will not be made absent 
compliance with state Investment Advisor representative registration requirements, or an applicable exemption or 
exclusion. Past performance is no guarantee of future returns. Investing involves risk and possible loss of principal 
capital.  

As a registered investment advisory firm, we are restricted from posting, publishing or otherwise disclosing any 
form of testimonial which is related to our investment advisory services. LinkedIn recommendations and 
endorsements may be viewed as a testimonial. This policy requires that we block any recommendations or 
endorsements. 

Links to websites and other resources operated by third parties are provided as information only, and there can be 
no assurance as to its accuracy, suitability or completeness. TITAN INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT LLC does not 
endorse, authorize or sponsor the content or its respective sponsors and is in no way responsible for third party 
content, services, products or information, or for the collection or use of information regarding the web site’s users 
and/or members. 

 


